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curriculum.

Listening to Jazz
A "must have" for all pianists seeking a creative
approach to developing left and right hand
coordination. The exercises and solos (based on the
chord changes to well-known standards) are rhythmic,
colorful, and fun to play. The chapters cover six
specific areas of left hand development and left/right
hand integration, with practical application from
standard jazz tunes in the form of musical solo piano
pieces. This book will definitely be an essential part of
your practice routine. Besides improving your hand
coordination, it will challenge you to think differently
about it. All of the concepts are easily applicable to
the "real world." Highly endorsed! "Pianist Emiko
Hayashi has written a very comprehensive,
challenging yet very accessible method book. With
exercises designed for left hand alone and exercises
designed to develop interplay between the hands, I
wholeheartedly recommend this book. I've already
started practicing!" ---Kenny Barron "In Etudes for Jazz
Piano Emiko Hayashi illuminates a challenge that
faces scores of jazz pianists at all levels; that of
integrating the left hand in improvisation in a
meaningful way, not only as an accompanist, but as
an integral part of the whole. By taking various jazz
standards and creating etudes specifically for the left
hand as well as for developing coordination and the
conversational aspects between the left and right
hands, Ms. Hayashi illustrates many possibilities for
expanding one's technical and expressive range. I
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would think this set of etudes would be extremely
useful to jazz pianists at any stage of development
since the obvious outcome of the study will improve
one's ability to play melodically and expressively
throughout the keyboard, without regard to the
traditional roles of the left and right hands." ---Todd
Coolman "It is understood that all musicians must
play piano. Emiko's book fills a void for non-pianists
addressing specific technical problems which will help
towa

International Who's Who in Popular
Music 2007
(Willis). Book 1 of a two-volume series that presents
the fundamentals of jazz in a logical and accessible
manner, primarily through short, progressive
exercises. Ideal for anyone wishing to expand their
"jazzabilities" and especially practical for those
interested in participating in a school jazz program.
Includes online audio tracks. Concepts covered
include: * Improvisation * Swing rhythms * Common
jazz chords and scales * Accompaniment techniques *
12-bar blues, and much more! NOTE: Jazz Piano
Basics is a revised and vastly expanded version of the
Jazzabilities series.

Creative Possibilities for Contemporary
Jazz Improvisation
TheInternational Who's Who in Popular Music
2002offers comprehensive biographical information
covering the leading names on all aspects of popular
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music. It brings together the prominent names in pop
music as well as the many emerging personalities in
the industry, providing full biographical details on
pop, rock, folk, jazz, dance, world and country artists.
Over 5,000 biographical entries include major career
details, concerts, recordings and compositions, honors
and contact addresses. Wherever possible,
information is obtained directly from the entrants to
ensure accuracy and reliability. Appendices include
details of record companies, management companies,
agents and promoters. The reference also details
publishers, festivals and events and other
organizations involved with music.

Hal Leonard Jazz Piano Method
(Piano Method). This book provides a step-by-step
approach to learning basic piano realizations of jazz
and pop tunes from lead sheets. Systems for voicing
chords are presented from the most elementary to
the advanced along with methods for practicing each
system. Both the non-jazz and the advanced jazz
player will benefit from the focus on: chords, chord
voicings, harmony, melody and accompaniment, and
styles.

Complete Jazz Guitar Method: Beginning
Jazz Guitar, Book & DVD
My story -- Why do we play? -- Beyond limited goals -Fear, the mind and the ego -- Fear-based practicing -Teaching dysfunctions: fear-based teaching -- Hearing
dysfunctions: fear-based listening -- Fear-based
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composing -- "The space"--"There are no wrong
notes" -- Meditation #1 -- Effortless mastery -Meditation #2 -- Affirmations -- The steps to change -Step one -- Step two -- Step three -- Step four -- An
afterthought -- I am great, I am a master -- Stretching
the form -- The spiritual (reprise) -- One final
meditation.

Jazz Pedagogy
This is a complete book for all instruments containing
numerous exercises on the most common cadences
and harmonic sequences. Each concept is presented
in chords (piano voicings) and melodic phrases
playable by any melodic instrument. Hundreds of
voicings in guide tones, Drop 2, fourths, and fifths.
Includes: gospel cadences, bitonal cadences, 11
melodic lines on standard tunes with harmonic
analysis, Coltrane changes, Rhythm Changes,
reharmonization, pedal points and composition
exercises as well as harmonic sequences and loops.
Comping exercises in styles such as jazz, samba,
baião, and salsa. Level: beginning to advanced. 130
pp. "Full of chord voicings and melodic lines on the
most important progressions, this is a technical
course of study for pianists and piano students, as
well as a guide to the inter-relation of harmony and
melody for all instrumentalists. A spectacular work!" Marcelo Martins "Full of fantastic information for
aspiring jazz pianists." Russell Ferrante
(Yellowjackets) "Volumes I and II of Popular Music
Harmony offer piano students and any instrumentalist
interested in the subject a series of essential
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exercises based on the backbone of the tonal system:
transpositions of cycles, cadences, and harmonic
sequences." Rubner de Abreu

The Big Book of Jazz Piano Improvisation
A comprehensive guide to the people and
organizations involved in the world of popular music.

The Jazz Theory Book
The conclusion to this jazz method starts with a
review of concepts from Intermediate Jazz Keyboard
and quickly moves on to more advanced concepts of
chord voicings, modal soloing, substitution,
reharmonization, modes of the minor scales,
diminished and whole-tone scales, walking bass,
stride piano technique, non-diatonic progressions and
much more. The perfect launching pad for a lifetime
of discovery and joy of playing music, this is an
essential vehicle for any keyboardist's journey into
jazz. The CD includes examples and opportunities to
play along.

Jazz Piano Basics - Book 1
Jazz Composition and Arranging In the Digital Age is a
comprehensive and practical instructional book and
reference guide on the art and craft of jazz
composition and arranging for small and large
ensembles. In this book, veteran composers and
arrangers Richard Sussman and Michael Abene
combine their extensive years of experience as
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musicians and instructors to demonstrate how
advances in music technology and software may be
integrated with traditional compositional concepts to
form a new and more efficient paradigm for the
creative process. This book builds on material and
issues treated in traditional jazz composition and
arranging courses, including all the fundamental
musical techniques and information associated with
jazz arranging and composition instruction. In
addition, each chapter of the book also contains
specific examples demonstrating the effective
utilization of music software as applied to the
realization of these techniques. Software is employed
both as both a learning tool in the form of examples
and exercises, and as a practical tool illustrating how
many modern day composer/arrangers are utilizing
these techniques successfully in the real world. The
book also offers several chapters devoted exclusively
to the creative use of music technology and software.
The extensive companion website provides listening
examples for each chapter as well as enhanced
software tips, expanded and additional music
examples, and appendices of , basic principles and an
expanded recommended listening list for further
study.

Creative Comping Concepts for Jazz
Guitar
(Piano Instruction). The Hal Leonard Jazz Piano
Method is a comprehensive and easy-to-use guide
designed for anyone interested in playing jazz piano
from the complete novice just learning the basics to
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the more advanced player who wishes to enhance
their keyboard vocabulary. There are lots of fun
progressions and licks for you to play and absorb. The
accompanying audio includes demonstrations of all
the examples in the book! Topics include essential
theory, chords and voicings, improvisation ideas,
structure and forms, scales and modes, rhythm
basics, interpreting a lead sheet, playing solos, and
much more!

Jazz Transcription
Transcriptions are used to develop the ears, to derive
technical exercises, and for analysis to gain
understanding of the theory and techniques used to
construct phrases. The solo transcriptions are
included as complete examples. Titles: Introduction *
General Suggestions * Solo Analysis * Bathsheba
(Michael Brecker) * Evansville (John Scofield) * I Can't
Get Started (Randy Brecker) * Broken Dreams (Ron
McClure) * No Means Yes (Herbie Hancock) * Reach
for It (Byron Miller) * Dreams (Niels Lan Doky).

Guitar Chord Guru
The International Who's Who in Popular
Music 2002
Effortless Mastery
Pianists are the main sources of inspiration for new
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developments in jazz guitarcomping. Yet guitarists
have been slow to develop a comping vocabulary
withharmonic sophistication, subtle voiceleading, and
rhythmic flexibility on the level of the best
contemporary pianists. This book seeks to remedy the
situation by articulating a comping vocabulary in the
context of six of the most often playedtunes in jazz:
12-bar blues, rhythm changes, minor blues, a modal
tune, and a couple of standards. The comps are
written out in notation and tablature and include
rhythms with forward motion, chords built in fourth
intervals, parallel constant structure voicings,
polychords, slash chords, etc. The focus is
ondeveloping a contemporary approach to rhythm,
phrasing, chord voicings, voiceleading, chord
substitution, and reharmonization. A play-along online
audiorecording of the guitar comps with bass and
drums helps get the sounds and rhythms in your ear.
The theory of how the comping concepts are applied
to the music is explained, with ideas on how to use
them creatively. Includes access toonline audio.

Smooth jazz piano
A complete all-instruments guide to cycles in popular
music including guide tones, voicings with and
without roots, Drop 2, passing chords, and melodic
phrases based on pairs of seventh chords in all keys
moving through the cycle of fifths. Features charts on
visualization techniques with superimposed seventh
chords and upper structure triads, melodic studies
and comping chords for All the Things You Are and
Autumn Leaves, cycles of thirds, composition
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exercises, and music for analysis. Level - beginning to
advanced. 140pp. "With extraordinary concision, this
book presents, not only to pianists, but to any
instrumentalist with a basic knowledge of music
theory, the base of the pyramid of harmonic
consciousness, starting with cycles, the basis for
tonality, which is in turn the basis for modality - the
very substance of popular music. Its principal merit
lies in its discernment of the essential. If this book did
not exist, it would have to be invented, so
fundamental is its importance." Ian Guest "Full of
fantastic information for aspiring jazz pianists." Russell Ferrante (Yellowjackets)

Blues Workshop
A step by step jazz improvisation book for all levels
and instruments by Steve Treseler. This book provides
a method for musicians to play more creatively while
clearly explaining jazz harmony, jazz theory, time feel
and philosophy. This text can be used in classrooms,
private lessons or by individuals.

Jazz Improvisation for Keyboard Players,
Complete Edition
(Berklee Guide). Play jazz piano with new facility and
expression as Ray Santisi, one of the most revered
educators at the Berklee College of Music and mentor
to Keith Jarrett, Diana Krall, Joe Zawinul, and
thousands of others reveals the pedagogy at the core
of Berklee's jazz piano curriculum. From beginning
through advanced levels, Berklee Jazz Piano maps the
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school's curriculum: a unique blend of theory and
application that gives you a deep, practical
understanding of how to play jazz. Concepts are
illustrated on the accompanying online audio, where
you'll hear how one of the great jazz pianists and
educators of our time applies these concepts to both
jazz standards and original compositions, and how
you can do the same. You will learn: * Jazz chords and
their characteristic tension substitutions, in many
voicings and configurations * Modes and scales
common in jazz * Techniques for comping, developing
bass lines, harmonizing melodies, melodizing
harmonies, and improvisation * Practice techniques
for committing these concepts to your muscle
memory * Variations for solo and ensemble playing *
Advanced concepts, such as rhythmic displacement,
approach-chord harmonization, and jazz counterpoint

Jazz piano scales and modes
"The Piano Improvisation Handbook" offers a
comprehensive overview of the practical skills and
theoretical issues involved in mastering all forms of
piano improvisation. It explores a wide range of
styles, including classical, jazz, rock and blues.
Whereas other books on improvisation typically offer
little more than models for imitation and exercises for
practising, this one adopts an approach specifically
designed to encourage and enable independent
creative exploration. The book contains a series of
graded tutorial sections with musical examples on CD,
as well as an extensive introductory section detailing
the history of keyboard and piano improvisation, an
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appendix listing useful scales, chords, voicings and
progressions across all keys, a bibliography and a
discography. In addition to sections outlining how
melody, harmony, rhythm, texture and form work in
improvised piano music, there are sections devoted to
explaining how ideas can be developed into
continuous music and to exploring the process of
finding a personal style. A key feature is the
distinctive stress the author puts on the
interconnectedness of jazz and classical music where
improvisation is concerned. This book is best suited to
those with at least some prior experience of learning
the piano. However, the rudiments of both music
theory and piano technique are covered in such a way
that it can also serve as an effective basis for a selfsufficient course in creative piano playing.

Jazz Piano Masterclass: The Drop 2 Book
Following the best-selling Jazz Piano Chords, this
informative volume provides a scale reference and
practice tool for any pianist wanting to learn to play
jazz. Starting with diatonic, pentatonic, symmetrical
and exotic scales, more advanced composer and jazz
scales are introduced. The following discussion of
polytonality, alternating scales, using scales with
chords and scale chords represents the dominating
concepts of contemporary jazz. The book ends with
extensive 12-key libraries of scales, and scales
arranged by chords. Learning to use these scales will
help any pianist play with more tonal and modal
variety, color, freedom and interest.
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Jazz Workbooks
(Creative Concepts Publishing). A handy guide of clear
chord illustrations, perfect for students. Also includes
a transposition chart.

Metaphors For Musicians
Berklee Jazz Piano
Pianists all know the benefits of playing the "Two-Part
Inventions" of J. S. Bach. Now, world-respected jazz
pianist and composer Bill Cunliffe has written his own
"inventions" that will benefit every player's
understanding and performance of jazz. These greatsounding etudes explore the specific harmonic,
melodic, and technical challenges faced by jazz
keyboardists, including the ii-V and ii-V-I progressions,
outlining changes, chord-tone ornamentation, playing
in octaves, tonic patterns, block chords, polytonality,
stride piano, and left-hand walking bass. Pieces
feature chord symbols, explanatory notes, and
preparatory exercises, and each invention is
performed on the CD by Bill Cunliffe. 123 pages. " . . .
perfect for daily warm-up, explores the harmonic and
melodic intricacies of jazz, each etude targets a
specific technical skill and includes performance
notes, inventions gradually become more challenging
and the harmonic progressions are varied and very
musical . . . a musical feast." -International
Association for Jazz Education (IAJE)
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Playing Solo Jazz Piano
The most comprehensive book ever written on how to
create the 4-note, block-chord approach to jazz piano
playing used by masters like McCoy Tyner, Bill Evans,
Barry Harris, Cedar Walton, etc. In this book, worldrenowned pianist and educator Mark Levine provides
a step-by-step, beginning to advanced, masterclass
on how to create, practice and extend this most
useful appraoch to jazz chord voicings.

Jazz Piano
You don't need to have a doctorate in jazz to sound
like you do. This series by brilliant performer and
educator Jody Fisher teaches you the concepts,
techniques and theory specific to jazz and how to
apply them to both lead and rhythm guitar playing.
Book: 96 pages. Video running time: 1 hr 10 min.

Mastering Jazz Keyboard
DVD provides over three hours of audio and video
demonstrations of rehearsal techniques and teaching
methods for jazz improvisation, improving the rhythm
section, and Latin jazz styles.

The Piano Improvisation Handbook
SOLO CONCEPTS is part of a multi-volume series on
the topic of Jazz Piano which began with the awardwinning VOICING CONCEPTS and taken in its entirety,
sheds light on the world of Jazz piano from different
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perspectives making the subject readily accessible to
both beginning and advanced students alike. This
volume offers tasteful and effectively arranged
compositions in a variety of Jazz styles. The
characteristic techniques and stylings of pianists such
as Erroll Garner, Oscar Peterson and Herbie Hancock
are presented along with a short biographical
synopsis. Style analysis, playing tips, numerous
extended exercises and hints toward related topics in
VOICING CONCEPTS guarantee that this book will not
only expand your repertoire by many attractive
pieces but also allow you to investigate the
fundamentals of Jazz piano playing in a creative and
fun way!

Popular Music Harmony Vol. 1 - Cycles
The most highly acclaimed jazz piano method ever
published! Over 300 pages with complete chapters on
Intervals and triads, The major modes and II-V-I,
3-note voicings, Sus. and phrygian Chords, Adding
notes to 3-note voicings, Tritone substitution, Lefthand voicings, Altering notes in left-hand Stride and
Bud Powell voicings, Block chords, Comping and much
more! Endorsed by Kenny Barron, Down Beat, Jamey
Aebersold, etc.

Jazz Piano
(Keyboard Instruction). This comprehensive book and
CD package will teach you the basic skills you need to
play smooth jazz piano. From comping to soloing,
you'll learn the theory, the tools, and the tricks used
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by the pros. The accompanying CD features many of
the examples in the book performed either solo or
with a full band. Specifically, you'll learn: scales and
chords, harmony and voicings, progressions and
comping, rhythmic concepts, melodies and soloing,
characteristic stylings, the history of jazz, and more.
THE HAL LEONARD KEYBOARD STYLE SERIES provides
focused lessons that contain valuable how-to insight,
essential playing tips, and beneficial information for
all players. Comprehensive treatment is given to each
subject, complete with a companion CD.

Piano & Keyboard
Jazz Inventions for Keyboard
A complete all-instruments guide to basic blues forms
and improvising. Bass lines, left hand piano patterns,
comping patterns, blues scales and melodic patterns,
12 and 8 bar blues, rock, funk, boogie woogie, and
New Orleans styles, blues in 3/4, and a discography of
important blues recordings. "Clear and concise,
serves as a basis for teachers to guide their pupils
through the subject, or, for those students with a
basic knowledge of music, to use the book
themselves to dig deep into the Blues, whether they
be pianists, string players, wind players, or any other
instrumentalist." Antonio Adolfo "Puts within our reach
all of the subtleties of the Blues. Jeff Gardner, with the
clarity of his explanations, well-conceived musical
examples, and unsurpassed musicianship, was the
right person to give us the necessary tools to
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understand this style at once simple and complex."
Nelson Faria

Jazz Composition and Arranging in the
Digital Age
Water Pianism is not a piano method; these dictate
rules and demand a kind of study which more often
than not goes against the natural way of learning
which seems to be so often neglected. The Water
Pianist does not study, apply, seek or eventually
teach any existing or particular method. They have
achieved the mindset of removing restrictive labels
and recognised that exactly what is required to ‘be a
pianist’ already exists within from the moment they
first sat at a piano and pressed their first key to their
first live performance of a Chopin Nocturne, Liszt
étude, Beethoven Sonata or solo Jazz improvisation.
Water, just like all observable nature, teaches so
much about how to live, let alone simply how to play
the piano. It has been, until now, an untapped source
of teaching which can guide the ready individual
along the most natural path possible to achieve
anything that may be desired. Pianism embodies the
self and is an extension of it; You play what You think
about. As thoughts change, so too does playing; as
experiences are gained, so too does playing change.

Etudes for Jazz Piano
Formstrukturen; Rhythmusgruppe; improvisiertes
Solo; Qualitätskriterien zur Beurteilung von Jazzmusik;
Zeittafel der Musiker und Stilepochen; Ueberblick
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über die Perioden der Jazzgeschichte; Glossar;
Adressliste von Schallplattenhändlern.

72 Basic Keyboard Chords Chart
The Jazz Musician's Guide to Creative
Practicing
(Creative Concepts Publishing). Perfect for teachers
and students, this book covers critical chord concepts,
theory and applications, all in a logical and easy-touse way. Includes information on basic open string
chords, barre chords, jazz chords, chord substitutions,
and much more, with lots of clear drawings and
charts.

CREATIVE APPROACH TO JAZZ PIANO
HARMONY.
This manual contains complementary information for
that included in my previous texts regarding
contemporary jazz improvisation techniques. As we all
know John Coltrane revolutionized the harmonic
concept of modern jazz sax improvisation. Other
performers such as Sonny Rollins, Dexter Gordons,
Wayne Shorter, Cannonball Adderley, Michael Brecker
and Bob Berg also made incredible contributions to
Modern sax performance. We must also include
trumpet performers such as Freddy Hubbard, Lee
Morgan, Clifford Brown, Chet Baker, Kenny Dorham,
Wallace Roney, Tom Harrel, Randy Brecker and Roy
Hargrove among others who also added new sounds
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and scales to this harmonic concept shift. From a
technical perspective the book contains exercises for
scale inversions, phrase lines from transcriptions,
arpeggios, chromatisms and passing tones (lineal and
intervallic structures) applied to: Major Scales +11
Lydian +5 +8 Dominant 7 Altered Symmetric
diminished Whole tone scale +11 Lydian flat 7 Minor
Scales Minor Dorian mode Minor Major 7 The objective
is to play the exercises in all twelve tones starting
each phrase from any scale note according to the
corresponding chord at any given point. These
exercises and line phrases are presented as 8th and
16th notes as rhythmic notations. Arpeggios as well
as ascendant and descendant scales will be played in
both lineal and intervallic modes. The transcriptions
include emblematic line phrases by Keith Jarret,
Sonny Rollins, Dexter Gordons, Freddy Hubbard, Tom
Harrel and Wallace Roney. This project is an extension
of a ten chapter collection on improvisation by the
same author: •Improvise Now •240 Chromatic
Exercises + 1165 Jazz Lines Phrases •Herbie Hancock.
The Blue Note Years •John Coltrane & Michael Brecker
Legacy •Chris Potter Jazz Styles •Bidirectional
Contemporary Jazz Improvisation •New Conception for
Linear & Intervalic Jazz Improvisation •Stage of the
Art: Postbop Intervalic Jazz Improvisation Exercises
and Line Phrases. •Common Tone Sequences for
Contemporary Jazz Improvisation •Inventions and
Dimensions Michael Brecker Jazz Style

Jazz Times
This practical and enlightening book gives insight into
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almost every aspect of jazz
musicianship---scale/chord theory, composing
techniques, analyzing tunes, practice strategies, etc.
For any level of player, on any instrument. Endorsed
by Jessica Wiliams, Jerry Bergonzi, Bill mays, etc.

Popular Music Harmony Vol. 2 - Cadences
and Harmonic Sequences
The most highly-acclaimed jazz theory book ever
published! Over 500 pages of comprehensive, but
easy to understand text covering every aspect of how
jazz is constructed---chord construction, II-V-I
progressions, scale theory, chord/scale relationships,
the blues, reharmonization, and much more. A
required text in universities world-wide, translated
into five languages, endorsed by Jamey Aebersold,
James Moody, Dave Liebman, etc.

Water Pianism
Instructional book for advanced jazz pianists

The Living Jazz Tradition
Jazz Improvisation for Keyboard Players is a
straightforward, no-nonsense improvisation series. It
deals with creating melodies, using the left hand,
pianistic approaches to soloing, scale choices for
improvisation and much more.
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